BYUPAS
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY POLITICAL AFFAIRS SOCIETY

“BYUPAS WILL HELP ITS MEMBERS ACQUIRE THE SKILLS NECESSARY TO SUCCEED IN DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AFFAIRS BY BUILDING CRITICAL NETWORKS, INCREASING PUBLIC POLICY AND POLITICAL AWARENESS THROUGH NON-PARTISAN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, Pursuing moral and ethical leadership in politics and government, AND creating opportunities to become involved in applied politics.” - BYUPAS MISSION

CURRENT CHAPTERS

★ Areas Being Expanded

CHAPTER EVENTS

LOS ANGELES CHAPTER:
- Hosted Tom Tellefsen, Tom was the National Co-Chair of the Romney Campaign, Chairman of Meg Whitman's Campaign, and the California GOP Finance Chairman

SALT LAKE CITY CHAPTER:
- Hosted Derek Miller, Chief of Staff for Utah's Governor Herbert

BYU-PROVO CHAPTER:
- Hosted U.S. Representative Jason Chaffetz
- Hosted U.S. Representative Jim Matheson
- "How Provo Got Google Fiber" Discussion with Provo Mayor John Curtis and Google
- BYUPAS Oktoberfest

WASHINGTON D.C. CHAPTER:
- Holiday Networking Session on Capitol Hill
- Beyond BYU
- Summer Family Fun Night

NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER:
- BYU Kennedy Center Conversation with oil & energy in politics expert, Jamil Qureshi
- Chapter discussion on Immigration Policy and the U.S. Supreme Court's Decision on the Arizona Immigration Law
- Chapter Event with US Foreign Service Officer, Levi Smylie, on his career in international diplomacy and time abroad in Senegal
- Chapter viewing party of the U.S. Presidential Debates
- Election Night Rally
- Speech from tax expert Chris Wheeler on the ins and outs of the federal fiscal cliff
- Chapter viewing party for the SOTU Address
- Attending "Mormonism and the Public Square in the Age of Romney," an event with Professor Matthew Bowman, author of the Mormon People
- Chapter Event with Climate Change & Environmental Epidemiologist Kevin Cromar